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Abstract. Of all babies born, only a small percentage is premature but this small percentage accounts for a large portion of infant deaths [3]. Training for health risk assessment is one of the factors that might help in lowering the mortality of premature neonates. Designing tools that support this type of training improves the safety of the premature neonates at risk. The topic of this paper is the design and implementation of arm movement and muscle tone simulation in a premature neonate simulator that can be used for team training of gynecology emergency response teams.

Introduction

The initial assessment of a newborn infant includes global examination of the central nervous system. This can easily be studied by inspection of the infant with respect to the presence/absence of spontaneous movements and the posture of the extremities. If a neonate is healthy it shows signs of activity for instance by moving its arms and legs. If the neonate is inactive it usually is a sign something is wrong. A physician will then examine the newborn more in detail. One of the elements of examination is muscle tone, a continuous, passive, partial contraction of the muscles. This paper covers the design of the activity component in the premature baby manikin, allowing the simulation of movement and muscle tone.

Design

To generate ideas for the mechanical solutions required we looked at:

Medical Aspects

Evaluation of a newborn infant starts with inspection of movement of the limbs and posture of the limbs. Subsequently muscle tone is assessed. To measure muscle tone, the physician applies a certain force to joints in the legs or arms of the neonate by trying to move them in specific positions (flexion and extension of the limbs) [1] and checking the amplitude of movement. While applying this procedure the physician can appreciate a certain amount of resistance. If the baby has muscle tone, some resistance can be felt; if muscle tone is absent, no resistance is felt.

Physiological Aspects

Construction of the arm and shoulder joints and how they move by muscle contractions.

This results in a first list of demands and wishes. The manikin should be able to simulate the presence and absence of some of the arm movement as seen in a neonate, e.g. moving arms up and down. Also the muscle tone related resistance -or the absence thereof- when moving the arms of the child has to be simulated. A major problem creating the demands and wishes for muscle tone is the absence of quantitative data which can be explained by the qualitative way muscle tone and movement are evaluated.
Technical Challenges. The major challenge in designing arm movement and muscle tone is of mechanical nature. Arm movements can be short and fast and although they are short in duration, the rotation involved can be large (up-to 90 degrees). For our simulation purposes a focus on specific, limited movement and resistance against enforced movement will do, since these are the first movement factors judged by physicians. Following the elementary principles of Mechanical Design [5] we try to create designs that are explicitly simple, keep the functions of a design independent from one another, use exact kinematic constraints when designing structures and mechanisms and manage friction in mechanisms. We realized a mechanical design that is a simplified model of the neonate's arm that allows rotation around one axis in the shoulder joint.

Physics. The forces, torques and especially the power needed to generate arm movements need to be determined to estimate the needed power and energy as well as to design the mechanics. The power and energy needed are of importance because the target is a stand-alone baby manikin. The available space inside the manikin is limited and therefore batteries need to be small, so only a small amount of power/energy is available. A first order power estimation assuming an arm weight of 25 [gr], a movement angle of 45° and a movement time of 1 [s] leads to a power usage of approximately 10 [mW].

Muscle Tone Design Explorations. Absence of muscle tone does not require actuators (see Fig. 1a). Muscle tone also does not need actuators, a set of loaded springs can provide this type of inherent feedback (see Fig. 1b). Changing from absence of muscle tone to presence of muscle tone needs a change of configuration and thus an actuator is needed.

![Models](image)

(a) No muscle tone. (b) Muscle tone. (c) Movement and muscle tone.

Figure 1. Models.

We explored several possible mechanisms for generating muscle tone, starting from single spring passive systems, multi spring passive systems, variable spring systems, actuated systems with and without feedback upto systems that combine actuation and springs.

Arm Movement Design Explorations. The real biological shoulder and elbow mechanics are more complex. For the simulation we restrict movement possibilities and implement shoulder rotation in a single plane and no elbow rotation. Using simplified models like shown in Fig. 1c and Fig. 2b and applying Physics we can estimate the forces required for movement which allows defining some actuator requirements. Several mechanical explorations ranging from using toroid springs and motors, solenoids, a stepper motor and a servo motor were tested. More solutions were considered, like using Nitinol wires, artificial muscles, voice coil actuators and pneumatic actuators, but these were not considered viable, mainly because of force or volume constraints.
Selection

Selection of the actuators is done based on the specifications resulting from calculations and experiences gained when building the explorations. Table 1 shows a summary of pros and cons that resulted from the movement experiments. As a general rule, actuators that deliver more force are bigger. This conflicts with the limited space available. Compared to the other options, the servo motor is the best option because of its high torque/size ratio, so a small servo motor is the preferred actuator based on the experiments and specifications. The noise generated by the servo can be reduced by damping. Wrapping the servo up in materials reduces sound radiation via air and using rubber reduces mechanical sound conduction between servo and chassis [4]. In all moving parts of the mechanical design friction plays an important role. In the case of the arm-joint, minimal friction is aimed for, thus ball bearings were used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solenoids</td>
<td>Silent</td>
<td>No proportional control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Continuously powered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepper motor</td>
<td>Continuous control</td>
<td>Low torque/size ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Powered when loaded</td>
<td>Noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servo motor</td>
<td>Continuous control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High torque/size ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Powered when loaded</td>
<td>Noise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prototyping

To be able to do the experiments a real size, 3d printed mechanical platform was created that allowed to create several different mechanical implementations of arm movement and muscle tone.

Implementation

Fig. 3a shows the construction that was chosen for the final prototype. A servo placed on a movable sliding platform controls the rotation of the arms axle through 2 springs and 2 short pieces of Polyamide wire. The sliding platform allows the servo to be in various positions of which 2 are important: pulled back and pushed forward, dependent on the activation of a solenoid. This allows for simulating arm movement (sliding platform pulled back, servo rotating), muscle tone (sliding platform pulled back, servo not rotating), and no muscle tone (sliding platform pushed forward, servo not rotating). The Polyamide wire takes care that the relatively rigid springs do not cause a torque -and thus muscle tone- in the arms axle when the platform is pushed forward. The servo allows for the subtle arm movements as well as for bigger movements. Interfacing the servo motor to e.g. a
micro-controller is done using standard pulse width modulation [2] that directly controls the rotation angle of the servo.

(a) Arm mechanism implemented.  
(b) Final arm model.

Figure 3. 3D printed mechanism and model.

Conclusions
Making the right choice for the actuators, sensors and mechanics that allow the movements required is not a straightforward task. The mechanical design depends on the actuators chosen, the actuators chosen depend on the torques needed and the torques needed depend on the mechanism designed. Besides thorough investigation of the requirements that can be theoretically deduced, a good amount of iterative design is therefore needed to accomplish that everything fits in the limited space and performs as required. The specifications of the currently chosen components are better than required, allowing for bigger angular acceleration. This e.g. also allows simulating the Moro reflex which requires a very fast arm movement (\(\Delta t \approx 0.25 \text{ [s]}\)).
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